skit - GPS of Faith
The Setting:
The Characters:

A group of friends sitting around talking about life in a cozy room
with pillows and a nice rug on the floor where characters can sit
and perform.

Debra A “diva” girl wearing sparkling clothes, a fashion purse
and high heel shoes.
Daniel A self-perceived cool guy wearing sunglasses, collar of
the shirt turned up, shorts, with high top tennis shoes.
(Or whatever is fits the image in your area)
Paul Sloppy, mismatch clothes, messy hair, sleepy, slow talker.
Sarah Innocent, dresses like a doll, has a positive and
optimistic outlook no matter what, and is soft spoken.
James Dresses with “army” clothes. Strong personality,
dominant, speaks loud, his ideas must be taken and
followed.

Debra

Hanna Quiet, observant, shy, dresses with simple clothes, comes
from Christian family, always carries the Bible with her
in a backpack.

Sarah

Daniel

Paul

James

Hanna
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The Skit:
(Paul is calmly stretched out on the pillows falling asleep while James is walking from one end of
stage to the other.)

James: I can’t believe they aren’t here yet. This is ridiculous!!!!
Paul: Whaaaat? Who’s late?
James: (with military voice) Come on Paul, wake up!!!! What are we here for?
Paul: (slow talk) I think we are here to do something.... But I can’t remember what....
James: You need to speed it up man.... We are here to meet with the group for our
school project
Paul: Oh, yeah... something like that. Where is everyone? Are we early?
James: No Paul.... That’s my point!!!!! THEY are super late
Debra: (comes in with all the sparkle possible, acting like a big star). Hello boys, here I am.
Paul & Hi
James:
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(Daniel and Sarah come in together talking about the weather and continue talking
and ignoring the others. Hanna, with a shy attitude, walks in... quietly, wishing
nobody notices her arrival. She sits on the pillows without saying a word.)
Paul:

(Loud voice) Finally! We are all here!!!! Better later than never! Let’s start, shall we?

Not until I can tell you about my new gadget.... (looks at the audience, nods and
Daniel: gives the cool look).
Debra:

Ok darling, show us. (with a sarcastic voice) We are dying to see it.

Look at us.... We’re all together. Sharing about what’s going on in our lives
Sarah: (smile).

James:
Daniel:
Paul:
Debra:

What are you talking about Sarah? It is just a gadget
This is not just a gadget, this is Lola, my GPS.
(slowly talking) A GP what???? Is this about our project?
No talking Paul.... We will explain everything to you in a bit

(reaches out her hand to hold hands with the others) I can’t believe this.... we’re all
Sarah: together, talking, communicating. Life is wonderful!

(looks at the GPS, shows to the audience, walks while talks) Lola takes me
Daniel: anywhere I want to go.... She gives me directions all the time. She is cool.
I don’t need that. I have my compass. North, South, East, West. That is all I need
James: to know!
Paul:

Go where? Aren’t we staying for the group project?

(annoyed) Be quiet Paul!
James &
Debra: When I need directions, I don’t rely on gadgets. I just ask around. What about
James: you Hanna? You are so quiet. What do you use for directions?
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Daniel: Yeah, do you even go anywhere?
Hanna: (reverently and with pose takes the bible out of her backpack and show to her
friends). I use this.
(Daniel, James, Debra, Sarah Surprised) A book?
Sarah: Look at us….sharing our secrets. What a beautiful book! Does it have maps?
Paul: What kind of book is that?
Hanna: This book is the Bible. Some of them have maps inside, but what gives me
directions is what God has to say in it.
Debra: What do you mean?
Hanna: My family and I believe every word in the Bible. The Bible has stories that show
us how important it is to have faith in God and what He has planned for our
lives.
Daniel: What do you mean? I have all the information that I can possibly need in my life.
Hanna: What the Bible teaches us is who God is and that we can trust Him no matter
what. Let me give you an example:
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(Daniel, James, Debra, Sarah listen attentively to Hanna)
Hanna: One story in the Bible is about Abraham; A man who was faithful to God when
He called. At one point, God told Abraham to leave where he was living and go
to an unknown land. Trusting God Abraham obeyed, packed up his tent, loaded
his camels, gathered his family together and started his journey trusting that
God would lead the way.
Daniel: Was he crazy? There is no way I would leave my house without my GPS... no
way!!!!
Hanna: This Bible is my life GPS. When you trust God, He guides you through anything.
All things are possible through God. (Holds up the bible) Because Abraham
faithfully followed God’s instruction he was blessed and became the father of a
great nation in a new land.
Sarah: Look at us. All together learning about being faithful to God. But wait! If we use
the Bible as our GPS, how do we know what God expects from us?
Hanna: That’s a good point
Hanna: He will let us know in different ways. One thing I know for sure, like Abraham,
God is calling us to be faithful to Him every day.
Paul: Paul: (slow talking) I want to let God guide my life and show me the way. What
about you guys?
(They make a circle, hold hands, look at each other and say together:)
All: “I want to answer God’s call. The call to be faithful!”
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